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Abstract. We present a framework for derivative-based global sensitivity analysis (GSA) for
models with high-dimensional input parameters and functional outputs. We combine ideas from
derivative-based GSA, random field representation via Karhunen–Loe`ve expansions, and adjoint-
based gradient computation to provide a scalable computational framework for computing the pro-
posed derivative-based GSA measures. We illustrate the strategy for a nonlinear ODE model of
cholera epidemics and for elliptic PDEs with application examples from geosciences and biotrans-
port.
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1. Introduction. The field of global sensitivity analysis (GSA) provides meth-
ods for quantifying how the uncertainty in the output of mathematical models can be
apportioned to uncertainties in the input model parameters [37]. Specifically, variance-
based GSA enables ranking the importance of model parameters by computing their
relative contribution to the variance of the output quantities of interest (QoIs), as
quantified by Sobol’ indices [41, 37, 42]. Another popular GSA approach involves
using derivative-based global sensitivity measures (DGSMs) [43, 23], which have been
shown to provide efficient means of screening for unimportant input parameters. In
this article, we consider mathematical models of the form
y = f(s, θ), (1.1)
where s belongs to a compact set X ⊂ Rd with d = 1, 2, or 3, and θ is an element
of an uncertain parameter space Θ ⊆ RNpar . We present a mathematical frame-
work for derivative-based GSA for functional QoIs of the form (1.1) and present a
scalable computational framework for computing the corresponding derivative-based
GSA measures.
Survey of literature and existing approaches. A great amount of progress
has been made in theory and numerical methods for variance-based GSA over the
past three decades [41, 37, 42, 44, 45, 14, 43, 17, 23, 35, 32, 18]. The majority of
works on GSA focus on scalar-valued QoIs. However, in recent years there have
been a number of efforts targeting GSA for vectorial or functional QoIs. Specifically,
the works [8, 26, 17, 47, 4] discuss variance-based GSA for vectorial and functional
outputs. Computing GSA measures for functional QoIs, as is the case for their scalar
counterparts, is computationally challenging. The computational challenges can be
reduced significantly by employing surrogate models [45, 14, 3, 39, 19, 4]. However,
surrogate model construction itself becomes computationally challenging for models
with high-dimensional input parameters.
DGSMs have been shown to provide efficient means for detecting unimportant
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input parameters [24, 23, 46]. For a scalar QoI g(θ) that has square integrable par-
tial derivatives, the DGSMs, defined as E
{
( ∂g∂θj )
2
}
, j = 1, . . . , Npar, are commonly
used. (Here E denotes expectation with respect to θ.) These DGSMs can be used
to bound the total Sobol’ indices, for models with statistically independent inputs,
which justifies their use in screening for unimportant inputs.
An alternate approach for approximating the DGSMs, for scalar-valued QoIs, us-
ing the active subspace method [13, 11] is presented in [12]. Namely, [12] presents
a method for approximating the DGSMs using dominant eigenpairs of the matrix
E
{∇f(θ)∇f(θ)>}. While active subspace methods have mostly targeted scalar QoIs,
recently there have been initial efforts in generalizing these methods to vectorial out-
puts; see e.g., [22, 49].
Our approach and contributions. We focus on functional QoIs of the form
f : X×Θ→ R, as defined in (1.1), where X and Θ are as before. We focus on models
with independent random input parameters. Moreover, in our target applications,
f(s, θ) is defined in terms of the solution of a system of differential equations.
We begin our developments by defining a suitable DGSM for functional QoIs,
in section 3, and prove that it provides a computable bound for the generalized total
Sobol’ indices for functional QoIs as defined in [17, 4]; see Theorem 3.2. Next, we
present a framework for efficient computation of the functional DGSMs that uses
low-rank representation of the functional QoIs via truncated Karhunen–Loe`ve (KL)
expansions [28]. Expressions for DGSMs, and DGSM-based bounds on functional
total Sobol’ indices for a truncated KL expansion are established in Theorem 3.4.
The DGSMs of the approximate models, given by truncated KL expansions, are then
computed using adjoint-based gradient computation. This approach is elaborated for
models governed by linear elliptic PDEs in section 4.
Additionally, we present a comprehensive set of numerical results that illustrate
various aspects of the proposed approach and demonstrate its effectiveness. We con-
sider three application problems: (i) a nonlinear system of ODEs modeling the spread
of cholera [20], where we perform GSA for the infected population as a function of time
(subsection 5.1); (ii) a problem motivated by porous medium flow applications, with
permeability data adapted from [1], where we assess parametric sensitivities of the
pressure field on a domain boundary (subsection 5.2); and (iii) an application problem
involving biotransport in tumors [6], where we consider the pressure distribution in
certain subdomains of a tumor model (subsection 5.3).
Article overview. This article is structured as follows. In section 2, we set up
the notation used throughout the article, and collect the assumptions on the functional
QoIs under study. We also provide a brief review of variance-based GSA for functional
QoIs, following the developments in [17, 4], in section 2. In section 3 we present a
mathematical framework for derivative-based GSA of functional QoIs. We elaborate
our proposed adjoint-based framework for models governed by linear elliptic PDEs
in section 4. This is followed by our computational experiments that are detailed in
section 5. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks in section 6.
2. Preliminaries.
2.1. The basic setup. Let Θ ⊆ RNpar be the uncertain parameter space, and
consider the probability space (Θ,B, µ), where B is the Borel σ-algebra on Θ and µ
is the law of the uncertain parameter vector θ. In the present work, Θ is of the form
Θ = Θ1 × Θ2 × · · · × ΘNpar , where Θj ⊆ R, j = 1, . . . , Npar. The expectation of a
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random variable g : Θ→ R is denoted by
E {g} =
∫
Θ
g(θ)µ(dθ).
We assume the components of the random vector θ are independent and admit prob-
ability density functions pij(θj), in which case µ(dθ) =
∏Npar
j=1 pij(θj)dθj . Next, let
X ⊂ Rd, with d = 1, 2, or 3 be a compact set. With this setup, we consider a process,
f : X × Θ → R as in (1.1). Note that this setup covers both time-dependent and
spatially distributed processes. In the former case, X is a time interval, and in the
latter case, X is a spatial region.
Assumptions on the process. We consider random processes that satisfy the
following assumptions.
Assumption 2.1. We assume
(a) f ∈ L2(X×Θ) and f is mean square continuous; that is, for any sequence {sn}
in X converging to s ∈ X we have that limn→∞ E
{
[f(sn, θ)− f(s, θ)]2
}
= 0.
(b) ∂f∂θj (s, θ)is defined for all s ∈ X and θ ∈ Θ, j = 1, . . . , Npar;
(c) ∂f∂θj (s, θ) ∈ L2(X×Θ), j = 1, . . . , Npar;
(d) and {θj}Nparj=1 , are real-valued independent random variables, and have distribu-
tion laws that are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
We remark that (a) is a fundamental assumption on the process f . From this,
we can conclude continuity of the mean and covariance function of the process; see,
e.g., [21, Theorem 7.3.2], [2, Theorem 2.2.1]. This in turn facilitates application of
Mercer’s Theorem [34, 27] (needed below) and implies that f admits a KL expan-
sion [29]. The assumptions (b) and (c) are needed in the context of derivative-based
global sensitivity analysis. Note that Assumption 2.1(b) can be relaxed by requiring
∂f
∂θj
(s, θ) be defined almost everywhere in X×Θ.
2.2. Variance-based sensitivity analysis for functional outputs. We first
recall the classical Sobol’ indices and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) decomposi-
tion [44, 42, 41], which can be defined pointwise in X. Let K = {1, 2, . . . , Npar} be an
index set, let U = {j1, j2, . . . , jm} be a subset of K, and let U c be the complement of
U in K, U c = K \ U . We denote θU = {θj1 , θj2 , . . . , θjm}. For each s ∈ X, we have
the ANOVA decomposition [44]
f(s, θ) = f0(s) + f1(s, θU ) + f2(s, θUc) + f12(s, θ), (2.1)
where f0 is the mean of the process, and
f1(s, θU ) = E {f(s, ·)|θU} − f0(s), f2(s, θUc) = E {f(s, ·)|θUc} − f0(s),
and f12(s, θ) = f(s, θ)− f0(s)− f1(s, θU )− f2(s, θUc). This enables decomposing the
total variance D(f ; s) = Var {f(s, ·)} of f(s, ·) according to
D(f ; s) = DU (f ; s) +DUc(f ; s) +DU,Uc(f ; s),
where DU (f ; s) = EθU
{
f1(s, θU )
2
}
, DUc(f ; s) = EθUc
{
f2(s, θUc)
2
}
, and DU,Uc(f ; s)
is the remainder. (Here EθU {·} indicates expectation with respect to θU .) Then, we
can define the first and total order Sobol’ indices as follows:
SU (f ; s) =
DU (f ; s)
D(f ; s)
and StotU (f ; s) =
DtotU (f ; s)
D(f ; s)
,
where DtotU (f ; s) = DU (f ; s) +DU,Uc(f ; s). Note that,
StotU (f ; s) =
D(f ; s)−DUc(f ; s)
D(f ; s)
= 1− DUc(f ; s)
D(f ; s)
= 1− SUc(f ; s).
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When the index set U is a singleton, U = {j}, j ∈ {1, . . . , Npar}, we denote the cor-
responding first and total order Sobol’ indices by Sj(f ; s) and S
tot
j (f ; s), respectively.
Here we assume that D(f ; s) > 0 almost everywhere in X. If D(f ; s) = 0 for some
s ∈ X, we use the convention SU (f ; s) = 0.
2.3. Functional Sobol’ indices. Following [4], we define the functional first
order Sobol’ index as
SU (f ;X) =
∫
X
DU (f ; s) ds∫
X
D(f ; s) ds
.
The following lemma provides a simple representation for the functional Sobol’ index
in terms of the pointwise classical Sobol’ indices:
Lemma 2.1. We have SU (f ;X) =
∫
X
SU (f ; s)w(s) ds, with w(s) =
D(f ; s)∫
X
D(f ; y) dy
.
Proof. The result follows by a straightforward calculation.
We can also define the functional total Sobol’ indices
StotU (f ;X) =
∫
X
DtotU (f ; s) ds∫
X
D(f ; s) ds
= 1−SUc(f ;X).
Using Lemma 2.1, we note
StotU (f ;X) = 1−SUc(f ;X) =
∫
X
(1− SUc(f ; s))w(s) ds =
∫
X
StotU (f ; s)w(s)ds. (2.2)
Error estimates. We can use the total Sobol’ index of a parameter to rank
its importance. In particular, parameters with small Sobol’ indices can be deemed
unimportant. In this section, we briefly discuss the impact of fixing these unimportant
parameters in terms of approximation errors. Let U = {j1, j2, . . . , jm} ⊂ {1, . . . , Npar}
index the set of important parameters, and suppose we set θUc to a nominal vector
η. Consider the “reduced” model:
f (η)(s, θU ) = f(s, θU , η),
where the right hand side function is understood to be f(s, θ), with entries of θUc
fixed at η.
For U = {j1, j2, . . . , jm} we define ΘU = Θj1 × · · · ×Θjm . Integration on ΘU will
be with respect to µ(dθU ) =
∏m
k=1 pijk(θjk)dθjk .
For η ∈ ΘUc we define the mean-square error
ε (f ; s; η) =
∫
Θ
(f(s, θ)− f (η)(s, θU ))2 µ(dθ).
We consider the relative mean square error
E(f ; η) =
∫
X
∫
Θ
(f(s, θ)− f (η)(s, θU ))2 µ(dθ)ds∫
X
∫
Θ
f(s, θ)2 µ(dθ)ds
. (2.3)
This provides a measure of the error that occurs when fixing the values of θUc . The
following proposition quantifies this error in terms of the functional total Sobol’ in-
dices. This result is a straightforward modification of the error estimate presented
in [4]; we provide a proof in Appendix A for completeness.
Proposition 2.2.
∫
ΘUc
E(f ; η)µ(dη) ≤ 2StotθUc (f,X).
Proof. See Appendix A.
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The estimate in Proposition 2.2 says that when fixing θUc to a nominal parameter
η ∈ ΘUc , in average, the relative error E(f ; η) is bounded by 2StotθUc (f,X).
3. Derivative-based GSA for functional QoIs. Let us first consider a scalar-
valued random variable g : Θ→ R. Here g and its partial derivatives are assumed to
be square integrable. We recall the following commonly used DGSM [43]:
νj(g) =
∫
Θ
( ∂g
∂θj
)2
µ(dθ).
DGSMs can be used to screen for unimportant variables. This is justified by the
relation between DGSMs and total Sobol’ indices, which was first addressed in [43]
for scalar-valued random variables. While the estimation of νj requires a Monte
Carlo (MC) sampling procedure, it has been observed that in practice the number
of samples required for estimation of νj ’s does not need to be very large to provide
sufficient accuracy in identifying unimportant variables. We present the following
result which partially explains this phenomenon.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that
aj ≤
( ∂g
∂θj
(θ)
)2
≤ bj , j = 1, . . . , Npar, for all θ ∈ Θ.
Consider the MC estimator
ν
(NMC)
j (g) :=
1
NMC
NMC∑
k=1
( ∂g
∂θj
(θk)
)2
,
with θk independent and identically distributed according to the law of θ. Then,
Var
{
ν
(NMC)
j (g)
}
≤ 1
NMC
(
bj − νj(g)
)(
νj(g)− aj
) ≤ 1
4NMC
(bj − aj)2, (3.1)
for j = 1, . . . , Npar.
Proof. See Appendix B.
This proposition says that if the partial derivatives do not vary too much (i.e., aj
and bj are not too far from one another), indicating a desirable regularity property of
the parameter-to-QoI mapping, then the MC estimator ν
(NMC)
j (g) will have a small
variance for a modest choice of NMC. In such cases the MC sample size for estimating
νj(g) does not need to be very large.
Functional DGSMs. Next, we turn to DGSMs for functional QoIs. We propose
the following definition for a functional DGSM
Nj(f ;X) =
∫
X
∫
Θ
( ∂f
∂θj
(s, θ)
)2
µ(dθ)ds =
∫
X
νj(f(s, ·)) ds, (3.2)
which is a natural choice. These indices can be normalized in different ways to make
their comparison easier. For instance, we may consider the normalized indices
Nj(f ;X)∑Npar
k=1 Nk(f ;X)
, j = 1, . . . , Npar.
We can relateNj(f ;X) to the corresponding functional total Sobol’ indicesS
tot
j (f ;X),
j = 1, . . . , Npar, analogously to the scalar case. Specifically, we present the follow-
ing result that shows functional total Sobol’ indices can be bounded in terms of the
proposed functional DGSMs.
Theorem 3.2. Let f(s, θ) be a random process satisfying Assumption 2.1. Sup-
pose θj are independent and distributed according to uniform or normal distribution,
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for i = 1, . . . , Npar. Then,
Stotj (f ;X) ≤ αj
Nj(f ;X)
Tr(Cqoi) , j = 1, . . . , Npar, (3.3)
where Cqoi is the covariance operator of the random function f(s, θ), and
αj =
{
(b− a)2/pi2, if θj ∼ U(a, b),
σ2j , if θj ∼ N (0, σ2j ).
Proof. For a fixed s ∈ X, by the results in [23],
Stotj (f ; s) ≤
αj
D(f ; s)
νj(f ; s). (3.4)
Then, using (2.2),
Stotj (f ;X) =
∫
X
Stotj (f ; s)w(s) ds
≤
∫
X
αj
D(f ; s)
νj(f ; s)w(s) ds = αj
Nj(f ;X)∫
X
D(f ; s) ds
.
(3.5)
Now, let Cqoi be the covariance operator of the random process f(s, θ), and let c(s, t)
be its covariance function. As a consequence of Mercer’s Theorem [34, 27], we have∫
X
D(f ; s) ds =
∫
X
Var {f(s, ·)} ds =
∫
X
c(s, s) ds = Tr(Cqoi).
Combining this with (3.5) we obtain the desired result.
The DGSM-based upper bounds on the functional total Sobol’ indices provided by
Theorem 3.2 enable identifying inputs with small total Sobol’ indices, hence providing
an efficient way of identifying unimportant parameters. Note that the theorem is
stated for θj that are distributed uniformly or normally, because these distributions
are commonly used in modeling under uncertainty. However, the result holds for
other families of distributions. Specifically, in [25], it is shown that (3.4) holds for the
Boltzmann family of distributions with appropriate choices of the constants αj , j =
1, . . . , Npar, which provides immediate extension of Theorem 3.2 to Boltzmann family
of distributions. We mention that an important class of Boltzmann distributions is the
family of log-concave distributions that includes Normal, Exponential, Beta, Gamma,
Gumbel, and Weibull distributions [25].
Similar to the case of scalar QoIs, estimating functional DGSM often requires
fewer samples than are required for direct calculation of the Sobol’ indices via MC
Sampling. The following result, which is similar to Proposition 3.1, provides a bound
on the variance of the corresponding MC estimator, given appropriate boundedness
assumptions on the partial derivatives of the functional QoI.
Proposition 3.3. Assume that there exist non-negative integrable functions aj
and bj, defined on X such that for each s ∈ X,
aj(s) ≤
(∂f(s, θ)
∂θj
)2
≤ bj(s), j = 1, . . . , Npar, for all θ ∈ Θ.
Consider the MC estimator
N
(NMC)
j (f ;X) :=
1
NMC
NMC∑
k=1
∫
X
( ∂f
∂θj
(s, θk)
)2
ds,
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with θk independent and identically distributed according to the law of θ. Then,
Var
{
N
(NMC)
j (f ;X)
}
≤ 1
4NMC
‖bj − aj‖2L1(X), j = 1, . . . , Npar.
Proof. See Appendix B.
The indices Nj can be computed by sampling the partial derivatives. Gradient
computation can be performed using various techniques. The simplest approach is
to use the finite difference method. However, this approach becomes prohibitive for
computationally intensive models with a large number of input parameters. For mod-
els governed by differential equations, one can use the so called sensitivity equations
for computing derivatives. We demonstrate this in one of our numerical examples in
section 5. Unfortunately, this approach also suffers from the curse of dimensional-
ity, and becomes cumbersome for complex systems. Another approach, not explored
in the present work, is that of automatic differentiation. The challenges of gradient
computation are compounded for models governed by expensive-to-solve PDEs with
high-dimensional input parameters. For such models, we propose an approach that
combines low-rank KL expansions and adjoint-based gradient computation.
With the strategy of using low-rank KL expansions for the purposes of computing
DGSMs in mind, we examine functional QoIs of the form
f(s, θ) =
Nqoi∑
i=1
γifi(θ)φi(s), (3.6)
where φi are orthonormal with respect to L
2(X) inner product, {γi} are non-negative
and sorted in descending order, E {fi} = 0, i = 1, . . . , Nqoi, and E {fifj} = δij .
Suppose also that fi have square integrable partial derivatives.
Theorem 3.4. Let f be a random process of the form (3.6). The following hold:
1. Nj(f ;X) =
∑Nqoi
i=1 γ
2
j νj(fi), j = 1, . . . , Npar.
2. We have the bound
Stotj (f ;X) ≤
Nj(f ;X)∑Nqoi
i=1 γ
2
i
=
∑Nqoi
i=1 γ
2
i νj(fi)∑Nqoi
i=1 γ
2
i
, j = 1, . . . , Npar.
Proof. First, we note
νj(f(s, ·)) =
∫
Θ
( ∂
∂θj
Nqoi∑
i=1
γifi(θ)φi(s)
)2
µ(dθ) =
∫
Θ
(Nqoi∑
i=1
γi
∂fi(θ)
∂θj
φi(s)
)2
µ(dθ)
=
Nqoi∑
i,k=1
γiγk
(∫
Θ
∂fi(θ)
∂θj
∂fk(θ)
∂θj
µ(dθ)
)
φi(s)φk(s).
Therefore,
Nj(f ;X) =
∫
X
νj(f(s, ·)) ds
=
∫
X
Nqoi∑
i,k
γiγk
∫
Θ
∂fi(θ)
∂θj
∂fk(θ)
∂θj
µ(dθ)φi(s)φk(s)
 ds
=
Nqoi∑
i,k=1
γiγk
(∫
Θ
∂fi(θ)
∂θj
∂fk(θ)
∂θj
µ(dθ)
)∫
X
φi(s)φk(s) ds
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=
Nqoi∑
i=1
γ2i
[ ∫
Θ
(∂fi(θ)
∂θj
)2
µ(dθ)
]
=
Nqoi∑
i=1
γ2j νj(fi).
This establishes the first assertion of the theorem. Next, letting Cqoi be the covariance
operator of f(s, θ), it is straightforward to see that Tr(Cqoi) =
∑Nqoi
i=1 γ
2
i . Thus,
combining the first assertion of the theorem with Theorem 3.2, we have
Stotj (f ;X) ≤
Nj(f ;X)∑Nqoi
i=1 γ
2
i
=
∑Nqoi
i=1 γ
2
i νj(fi)∑Nqoi
i=1 γ
2
i
, j = 1, . . . , Npar.
Computing DGSMs for functional outputs. To enable efficient computation
of functional DGSMs, we use a truncated KL expansion of f . Let (λi(Cqoi), φi) be the
eigenpairs of the covariance operator of f ; we consider the truncated KL expansion
f(s, θ) ≈ fˆ(s, θ) := f¯(s) +
Nqoi∑
i=1
σifi(θ)φi(s), with σi =
√
λi(Cqoi), (3.7)
where f¯ is the mean of the process and the KL modes fi are given by
fi(θ) =
1
σi
∫
X
(f(s, θ)− f¯(s))φi(s) ds, i = 1, . . . , Nqoi. (3.8)
In many applications of interest, where the process f is defined in terms of the
solution of a differential equation, the eigenvalues λi(Cqoi) decay rapidly, and thus a
small Nqoi can be afforded. Such processes, which we refer to as low-rank, are common
in physical and biological applications. Computing the KL expansion numerically can
be accomplished e.g., using Nystro¨m’s method, which is the approach taken in the
numerical experiments in the present work. We refer to [5], for a convenient reference
for numerical computation of KL expansions using Nystro¨m’s method. We point out
that this process requires approximating the covariance function of f , through sam-
pling, when solving the eigenvalue problem for {λi(Cqoi)}i≥1 and the corresponding
eigenvectors {φi}i≥1. This computation requires an ensemble of model evaluations
{f(·, θk)}NMCk=1 . Typically a modest sample size NMC is sufficient for computing the
dominant eigenpairs of Cqoi. This is demonstrated in our numerical results in section 5.
The approximate model fˆ can then be used as a surrogate for f for the purposes
of sensitivity analysis. Specifically we compute the functional DGSMs of fˆ as a proxy
for those of f . The computation of functional DGSMs for fˆ and the DGSM-based
bound on functional Sobol’ indices is facilitated by Theorem 3.4.
The expression for the functional DGSM given in Theorem 3.4 requires comput-
ing DGSMs for the KL modes fi, i = 1, . . . , Nqoi, which are scalar-valued random
variables. Differentiability of fi can be established by requiring certain boundedness
assumptions on the partial derivatives. We consider a generic KL mode, which we
denote by
F (θ) :=
∫
X
(f(s, θ)− f¯(s))v(s) ds, (3.9)
where we use a generic v ∈ L2(X) in the place of the eigenvectors.
Proposition 3.5. Let f be a process satisfying Assumption 2.1, and moreover
assume partial derivatives of f with respect to θj, j = 1, . . . , Npar satisfy∣∣∣∣ ∂f∂θj (s, θ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ zj(s), for all (s, θ) ∈ X×Θ, (3.10)
where zj ∈ L2(X), j = 1, . . . , Npar. Let F be as in (3.9). Then, for j = 1, . . . , Npar,
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(a)
∂F
∂θj
(θ) =
∫
X
∂f
∂θj
(s, θ)v(s) ds,
(b) and
∂F
∂θj
∈ L2(Θ).
Proof. Showing (a) amounts to establishing the standard requirements for dif-
ferentiating under the integral sign; see e.g., [15, Theorem 2.27]. Without loss of
generality, we assume f¯ ≡ 0. First, we note that for each θ ∈ Θ,∫
X
∣∣∣∣ ∂f∂θj (s, θ)v(s)
∣∣∣∣ ds ≤ [ ∫
X
( ∂f
∂θj
(s, θ)
)2
ds
]1/2[ ∫
X
v(s)2 ds
]1/2
<∞, j = 1, . . . , Npar,
where we used the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and Assumption 2.1(b),(c). Next, we
note that | ∂f∂θj (s, ·)v(·)| ≤ zj |v| and applying the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, we get
that
∫
X
|zj(s)v(s)| ds <∞. Thus, assertion (a) follows from [15, Theorem 2.27]. The
assertion (b) of the proposition follows from, Assumption 2.1(c) and∫
Θ
( ∂F
∂θj
(θ)
)2
µ(dθ) =
∫
Θ
(∫
X
∂f
∂θj
(s, θ)v(s) ds
)2
µ(dθ)
≤
∫
Θ
[ ∫
X
( ∂f
∂θj
(s, θ)
)2
ds
][ ∫
X
v(s)2 ds
]
µ(dθ) = ‖v‖2L2(X)
∥∥∥∥ ∂f∂θj
∥∥∥∥2
L2(X×Θ)
<∞
Note that the assumption (3.10) can in fact be used to conclude ∂F∂θj ∈ L∞(Θ);
we showed square integrability of these partial derivatives for clarity as this is the
result needed for the purposes of derivative-based GSA. Note also that the assump-
tion (3.10) can be relaxed in the statement of the proposition by requiring local (in
Θ) boundedness of the partial derivatives by square integrable (in X) functions.
The above framework, based on low-rank KL expansions, is useful as it provides a
natural setting for deploying an adjoint-based approach for computing the derivatives
of the KL modes, in models governed by PDEs (or ODEs). The computational ad-
vantage of adjoint-based approach is immense: the cost of computing the gradient of
fi’s does not scale with the dimension of the input parameter θ. This leads to a com-
putationally efficient and scalable framework for computing DGSMs. We detail this
approach in the next section for models governed by elliptic PDEs and demonstrate
its effectiveness in numerical examples in section 5.
4. Adjoint-based GSA for models governed by elliptic PDEs. We con-
sider a linear elliptic PDE with a random coefficient function:
−∇ · (κ∇p) = b in D,
p = g on ΓD,
κ∇p · n = h on ΓN .
(4.1)
The coefficient field κ is modeled as a log-Gaussian random field whose covariance
operator is given by Cpar. As is common practice in the uncertainty quantification
community, we represent the random field coefficient κ using a truncated KL expan-
sion. Namely, let
aˆ(x, θ) = a¯(x) +
Npar∑
j=1
√
λj(Cpar)θjej(x)
be a truncated KL expansion of the log-permeability field, a(x, θ) = log κ(x, θ). We
consider the weak form of the PDE. The associated trial and test function spaces are,
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respectively,
Vg = {v ∈ H1(D) : v |ΓD= g}, V0 = {v ∈ H1(D) : v |ΓD= 0}.
The weak form of (4.1) is as follows: find p ∈ Vg such that
〈eaˆ(x,θ)∇p,∇p˜〉 = 〈b, p˜〉+ 〈h, p˜〉ΓN , for all p˜ ∈ V0, (4.2)
where 〈·, ·〉 is the L2(D) inner product, and 〈·, ·〉ΓN is L2(ΓN ) inner product. Let X a
closed subset of D, and let Q : L2(D)→ L2(X) be the restriction operator
Qu = u∣∣
X
.
Below we also need the adjoint Q∗ of Q: it is straightforward to see that Q∗ : L2(X)→
L2(D) is given by
(Q∗u)(x) =
{
u(x), x ∈ X
0, x /∈ X. .
We consider the QoI,
f(x, θ) = Qp(x, θ),
and consider its truncated KL expansion
f(x, θ) ≈ fˆ(x, θ) := f¯(x) +
Nqoi∑
i=1
σifi(θ)φi(x), with σi =
√
λi(Cqoi). (4.3)
where
fi(θ) =
1
σi
∫
X
(
f(x, θ)− f¯(x))φi(x) dx = 1
σi
∫
X
(Qp(x, θ)− f¯(x))φi(x) dx,
where p is the solution of (4.2). We consider adjoint-based computation of ∂fi∂θj for
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , Nqoi} × {1, . . . , Npar}.
Computing gradient of fi’s. To compute the gradient we follow a formal
Lagrange approach. We consider the Lagrangian
L(p, θ, q) = 1
σi
∫
X
(Qp− f¯)φi dx+ 〈eaˆ(x,θ)∇p,∇q〉 − 〈b, q〉 − 〈h, q〉ΓN .
Here q is a Lagrange multiplier, which in the present context is referred to as the
adjoint variable. Taking variational derivatives of L with respect to q, and p, give the
state and the adjoint equations, respectively. In particular, the adjoint equation is
found by considering
d
d
L(p+ p˜, θ, q) |=0 = 0, for all p˜ ∈ V0.
This gives,
1
σi
〈Qp˜, φi〉X + 〈eaˆ(x,θ)∇p˜,∇q〉 = 0, for all p˜ ∈ V0.
The weak form of the adjoint equation can be stated as: find q ∈ V0 such that
〈eaˆ(x,θ)∇q,∇p˜〉 = − 1
σi
〈Q∗φ, p˜〉, for all p˜ ∈ V0.
The strong form of the adjoint equation is
−∇ · (κ∇q) = − 1
σi
Q∗φi in D,
q = 0 on ΓD,
κ∇q · n = 0 on ΓN .
(4.4)
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Letting p and q be the solutions of the state and adjoint equations respectively,
(∇θfi)>θ˜ = d
d
L(p, θ + θ˜, q) |=0 = 〈(aˆ(x, θ˜)− a¯(x))eaˆ(x,θ)∇p,∇q〉, θ˜ ∈ RNpar .
(4.5)
In particular, letting θ˜ be the jth coordinate direction in RNpar , we get
∂fi
∂θj
=
√
λj(Cpar)〈ejeaˆ(x,θ)∇p,∇q〉.
We can also consider a QoI of the form
f(·, θ) = p(·, θ)∣∣
ΓN
,
as done in one of our numerical examples in section 5. Computing the gradient for this
QoI can be done in a similar way as above, except, in this case the adjoint equation
takes the form:
−∇ · (κ∇q) = 0 in D,
q = 0 on ΓD,
κ∇q · n = − 1
σi
φi on ΓN .
(4.6)
Notice that evaluating the adjoint-based expression for the gradient of fi, requires
two PDE solves: we need to solve the state (forward) equation (4.1) and the adjoint
equation (4.4). Moreover, the forward solves can be reused across the KL modes, and
thus, computing the gradient of fˆ in (4.3) requires 1+Nqoi PDE solves, independently
of the dimension Npar of the uncertain parameter θ. As shown in our numerical
examples, a small Nqoi often results in suitable representations of the QoI f , due to
the, often observed, rapid decay of the eigenvalues λi(Cqoi).
DGSM computation. In practice, the KL expansion should be computed nu-
merically. As mentioned before, this can be accomplished using Nystro¨m’s method,
which is the approach taken in the present work, and requires an ensemble of model
evaluations {f(·, θk)}NMCk=1 , typically with a modest sample size NMC. The model
evaluations can be used to compute the approximate KL expansion following [5, Al-
gorithm 1]. This same set of samples can be used for computing the DGSMs, νj(fi),
j = 1, . . . , Npar, i = 1, . . . , Nqoi. These require an additional adjoint solve per KL
mode, and for each sample point θk, k = 1, . . . , NMC. Thus, the overall computa-
tional cost is NMC(1 +Nqoi) PDE solves. Note that the computational cost, in terms
of PDE solves, is independent of the dimension Npar of the uncertain parameter vec-
tor. To compute the DGSM-based bound on functional Sobol’ indices we also need
to compute Tr(Cqoi); this can be approximated accurately by summing the dominant
eigenvalues of Cqoi, available from computing the KL expansion of f . The steps for
DGSM computation using the present strategy are outlined in Algorithm 4.1.
In step 5 of Algorithm 4.1, getKLE indicates a procedure that given sample
realizations of the process f , computes its KL expansion numerically. As mentioned
before, this can be done, e.g., using Nystro¨m’s method; see e.g., [5, Algorithm 1].
5. Numerical examples. In this section, we present three numerical examples.
In subsection 5.1, we consider an example involving a nonlinear ODE system with a
time-dependent QoI, which is used to illustrate functional DGSMs and the DGSM-
based bound derived in Theorem 3.2. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 concern models governed
by elliptic PDEs that have spatially distributed QoIs in one and two space dimensions,
respectively. For the PDE-based examples we implement the adjoint-based GSA
framework described in section 4 and illustrate its effectiveness.
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Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm for computing Bj := Nj(f ;X)/Tr(Cqoi), j = 1, . . . , Npar.
Input: Parameter samples {θk}NMCk=1
Output: Approximate DGSM-based bounds Bˆj , j = 1, . . . , Npar
1: for k = 1, . . . , NMC do
2: solve forward model (4.1) with κ = exp aˆ(·, θk)
3: compute QoI f(·, θk)
4: end for
5: [{λi}Nqoii=1 , {φi}Nqoii=1 ] = getKLE({f(·, θk)}NMCk=1 )
6: for k = 1, . . . , NMC do
7: for i = 1, . . . , Nqoi do
8: solve adjoint problem (4.4) with κ = exp aˆ(·, θk)
9: compute ∂fi(θ
k)
∂θj
, j = 1, . . . , Npar using (4.5)
10: end for
11: end for
12: compute νˆj(fi) =
1
NMC
∑NMC
k=1
[
∂fi(θ
k)
∂θj
]2
13: compute T =
∑Nqoi
i=1 λi
14: compute Bˆj =
∑Nqoi
i=1 λiνˆj(fi)/T , j = 1, . . . , Npar
5.1. Sensitivity analysis for a model of cholera epidemics. Consider the
cholera model developed in [20]. We analyze the sensitivity of the infected population
as a function of time to uncertainties in model parameters. This problem was also
studied in [4] within the context of variance-based GSA for time-dependent processes.
5.1.1. Model description. A population of Npop individuals is split into sus-
ceptible, infectious, and recovered individuals, which are denoted by S, I, and R, re-
spectively. The concentrations of highly-infectious bacteria, BH and lowly-infectious
bacteria, BL are also considered. These concentrations are measured in cells per
milliliter. According to the model developed in [20], the time-evolution of the state
variables is governed by the following system of ODEs.
dS
dt
= bNpop − βLS BL
κL +BL
− βHS BH
κH +BH
− bS
dI
dt
= βLS
BL
κL +BL
+ βHS
BH
κH +BH
− (γ + b)I
dR
dt
= γI − bR
dBH
dt
= ξI − χBH
dBL
dt
= χBH − δBL
(5.1)
with initial conditions (S(0), I(0), R(0), BH(0), BL(0)) = (S0, I0, R0, BH0 , BL0). The
parameter units and nominal values from [20] are compiled in Table 1. We consider
a total population of Npop = 10,000 and let the initial states be as follows: S0 =
Npop − 1, I0 = 1, R0 = 0, and BH0 = BL0 = 0. We solve the problem up to time
T = 150 using the ode45 solver provided in Matlab [33].
To simplify the notation we use a generic vector y ∈ R5 to denote the state
vector—y = (y1, y2, y3, y4, y5)
> = (S, I,R,BH , BL)>—and denote the right hand side
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Model Parameter Symbol Units Values
Rate of drinking BL cholera βL
1
week
1.5
Rate of drinking BH cholera βH
1
week
7.5
BL cholera carrying capacity κL
# bacteria
m` 10
6
BH cholera carrying capacity κH
# bacteria
m`
κL
700
Human birth and death rate b 1
week
1
1560
Rate of decay from BH to BL χ
1
week
168
5
Rate at which infectious individuals ξ
# bacteria
# individuals·m`·week 70spread BH bacteria to water
Death rate of BL cholera δ
1
week
7
30
Rate of recovery from cholera γ 1
week
7
5
Table 1
Cholera model parameters from [20, 4].
of the ODE system by g(y; c), where c = (βL, βH , κL, b, χ, θ, δ, γ) is the vector of
uncertain model parameters. The uncertainties in c are parameterized by a random
vector θ ∈ R8 with iid U(−1, 1) entries as follows:
ci(θi) =
1
2
(ai + bi) +
1
2
(bi − ai)θi, i = 1, . . . , 8,
with [ai, bi] the physical parameter ranges for ci, adapted from [4]. The solution of
the system is a random process, y = y(t; θ). We focus on the infected population
I(t, θ) = y2(t; θ), for t ∈ [0, 150]. In Figure 1, we depict the time evolution of I(t, θ)
at the nominal parameter vector given by θ = (0, 0, . . . , 0)> ∈ R8.
10-2 100 102
time (weeks)
100
101
102
103
in
fe
ct
ed
 p
op
ul
at
io
n
Fig. 1. The infected population I(t; θ) with θ = 0.
5.1.2. Derivative-based GSA. To compute the the partial derivatives sj(t; θ) =
∂y(t;θ)
∂θj
, j = 1, . . . , 8, needed for DGSM computation, we rely on the so called direct
approach; this involves integrating the sensitivity equations [31, 38] along with the
ODEs describing the system state. Specifically, we need to integrate the system
y′ = g(y; c(θ)), y(0) = y0,
s′i = Jsi +
∂g
∂θi
, si(0) = 0, i = 1, . . . , Npar.
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Here J is the Jacobian Jij =
∂gi
∂θj
= ∂gi∂cj
∂cj
∂θj
, i, j = 1, . . . , Npar. In the present example
this results in an “augmented state vector” [y> s>1 · · · s>8 ]> ∈ R45.
First, we consider the pointwise-in-time DGSMs, νj(f(t, ·)), j = 1, . . . , 8, for
t ∈ [0, 150] in Figure 2 (left). To ensure an accurate estimate of the DGSMs, we
approximate the integral over the parameters with a Monte Carlo sample of size 105.
As seen in Figure 2 (left), these pointwise-in-time DGSMs are not straightforward to
interpret. A clearer picture is obtained by considering
Nj(I; [0, t]) :=
∫ t
0
νj(I(s, ·)) ds, t ∈ [0, 150],
which amounts to computing the functional DGSMs over successively larger time
intervals; the results are reported in Figure 2 (right).
Finally, to get an overall picture, we compute the DGSM-based upper bounds
on the functional Sobol’ indices, as given by Theorem 3.2, with X = [0, 150]; see
Figure 3, where we report the functional total Sobol’ indices along with the DGSM-
based bounds which are computed with Monte Carlo (MC) sample sizes of 105 and
100. Note that a small MC sample is very effective in detecting the unimportant
parameters.
By Theorem 3.2, we know that a small DGSM-based bound for a given parame-
ter implies the corresponding total Sobol’ index is small, indicating the parameter is
unimportant. In the present experiment, we set an importance threshold of 0.05. A
parameter whose DGSM-based bound is smaller than this importance threshold will
be considered unimportant. The results reported in Figure 3 indicate that unimpor-
tant parameters are given by θj with j ∈ {1, 4, 5, 7}. This is consistent with results
reported in [4], where the statistical accuracy of the reduced model, obtained by fixing
these unimportant parameters was demonstrated numerically. Both panels of Figure 3
show the same information; however, in the right panel we use a logarithmic scale in
the vertical axis to clearly illustrate the bound derived in Theorem 3.2, for the small
functional Sobol’ indices.
10-2 100 102
time
10-10
100
ν
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Fig. 2. Pointwise-in-time DGSMs νj(I(t, ·)) (left) and functional DGSMs Nj(I; [0, t]) (right)
for t ∈ [0, 150].
5.2. Sensitivity analysis in a subsurface flow problem. In this section,
we elaborate our proposed approach for sensitivity analysis and dimension reduction
on a model problem motivated by subsurface flow applications.
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Fig. 3. Left: The functional Sobol indices and the corresponding bounds proven in Theorem 3.2
for the cholera model; right: the same information as in the left plot, except we use log-scale on y-
axis to clearly show Stotj (I;X) and the corresponding bound, for small indices; the dashed black line
indicates y = 0.05 that could be a reasonable tolerance to decide which random input is unimportant.
5.2.1. Model description. We consider the following equation modeling the
fluid pressure in a single phase flow problem:
−∇ ·
(κ
η
∇p
)
= b, in D
p = 0 on ΓD,
κ
η
∇p · n = 0, on ΓN
(5.2)
The domain is D = (−1, 1) × (0, 1), ΓD is the union of the left, bottom, right parts
of the boundary, and ΓN is the top boundary. The right hand side function b(x) is
defined as a sum of mollified point sources, b(x) =
∑4
i=1 αiδxi(x), where
δxi(x) =
1
2piL
exp
{
− 1
2L
‖x− xi‖22
}
,
with x1 = (−0.6, 0.2), x2 = (−0.2, 0.4), and x3 = (0.2, .6), and x4 = (0.6, 0.8). We
chose (α1, α2, α3, α4) = (2, 5, 5, 2). In this problem, we assume viscosity is η = 1 and
consider uncertainties in the permeability field κ, which is modeled as a log-Gaussian
process:
log κ(x, ω) =: a(x, ω) = a¯(x) + σaz(x, ω), x ∈ D, ω ∈ Ω, (5.3)
where Ω is an appropriate sample space, and z(x, ω) is a Gaussian process with mean
zero and covariance function given by
cz(x, y) = exp
{
−|x1 − y1|
`x
− |x2 − y2|
`y
}
, x, y ∈ D.
In the present example, we use `x = 1/2 and `y = 1/4, implying stronger cor-
relations in the horizontal direction. The covariance operator Cpar is defined by
Cparu =
∫
X
cz(·, y)u(y) dy. The mean of the process a¯(x) is adapted from the simulated
permeability data from the Society for Petroleum Engineers (SPE) 2001 Comparative
Solutions Project [1]; see Figure 4. For this problem we use σa = 1.6. We use a
truncated KL expansion to represent the log-permeability field:
a(x, ω) ≈ a¯(x) +
Npar∑
k=1
√
λk(Cpar)θk(ω)ek(x), (5.4)
where θk, k = 1, 2, . . . , Npar are independent standard normal random variables, and
λk(Cpar) and ek(x) are the eigenpairs of the covariance operator Cpar of a(x, ω) (which
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Fig. 4. Mean log-permeability field. The black dots indicate point source locations.
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Fig. 5. Left: the normalized eigenvalues of the log-permeability field covariance operator; right:
the ratios rk, for k = 1, . . . , 1000.
is defined in terms of the correlation function cz as before). Note that when using the
truncated KL expansion, the uncertainty in the log permeability field is characterized
by the random vector θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θNpar)
> ∈ RNpar .
To establish the truncation level, we consider the ratio
rk =
∑k
i=1 λi∑∞
i=1 λi
, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
where λi’s are the eigenvalues of the covariance operator Cpar. We depict the normal-
ized eigenvalues, λk/λ1 in Figure 5 (left) and plot the ratios rk, for k = 1, . . . , 1000.
We find that rk > 0.9, for k = 126; thus, we retain Npar = 126 in the KL expansion
of the log-permeability field. We will see shortly (see subsection 5.2.3) that this is an
unnecessarily large parameter dimension for the quantity of interest under study.
As an illustration, in Figure 6, we show two realizations of the resulting log-
permeability field (left) along with the corresponding pressure fields (right) obtained
by solving (5.2).
5.2.2. The quantity of interest and its spectral representation. We con-
sider the following quantity of interest:
f(x, θ) := p(x, θ)
∣∣
ΓN
.
A few realizations of f(x, θ) are plotted in Figure 7 (left). To compute the KL
expansion of f , we use a sample average approximation of its covariance function,
which is then used to solve the discretized generalized eigenvalue problem for its KL
modes. The first 30 normalized eigenvalues of the covariance operator of f , which
we denote by Cqoi, are plotted in Figure 7 (middle, red color); these correspond to
computing the KL expansion of the QoI using sampling with a Monte Carlo (MC)
sample of size NMC = 1000. We also plot the eigenvalues of the log-permeability field
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Fig. 6. Realizations of the log-permeability field (left), and the corresponding pressure fields
(right).
covariance operator Cpar, in the same plot (blue color); note that the eigenvalues of
Cqoi decay significantly faster than those of Cpar, as expected. To assess the impact
of the MC sample size on computation of the dominant eigenvalues of Cqoi, we report
the normalized eigenvalues of Cqoi computed using successively larger sample sizes, in
Figure 7 (right). We observe that a sample of size O(100) can be used for computing
the dominant eigenvalues reliably.
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Fig. 7. A few realizations of the QoI (left), eigenvalues of the output covariance operator versus
those of the log-permeability field (middle). Eigenvalues of the output covariance, with successively
larger MC samples sizes for computing the output KLE (right).
The fast decay of eigenvalues of Cqoi indicates the potential for output dimension
reduction. We note four orders of magnitude reduction in the size of the eigenval-
ues of Cqoi with only 15 modes in Figure 7 (right). Hence, we consider a low-rank
approximation of f ,
f(x, θ) ≈ fˆ(x, θ) = f¯(x) +
Nqoi∑
i=1
√
λi(Cqoi)fi(θ)φi(x) (5.5)
with Nqoi = 15. While this provides a low-rank approximation to f , the dimension
of θ is still high, and is determined by the truncation of the KL expansion of the log-
permeability field at Npar = 126. Below, we use global sensitivity analysis to reduce
the dimension of θ.
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Fig. 8. Left: DGSM-based bound in Theorem 3.2 calculated for various sample sizes. Right:
standard deviation fields for full model versus that of the reduced model.
5.2.3. Derivative-based GSA. We begin by calculating the DGSM-based bounds
on functional Sobol’ indices from Theorem 3.2 for fˆ defined in (5.5). As seen before,
this process requires sampling the QoI; we compute the DGSM-based bounds by using
MC samples of size NMC = 100, 500, 1,000, and 100,000. The resulting bounds for the
first 19 parameters are reported in Figure 8 (left).
Note that Figure 8 (left) displays the bounds for only the first 19 modes, because
the bounds for the remaining 107 modes were all well below the chosen importance
threshold of 0.01. We note that the results calculated with NMC = 500, 1,000, and
100,000 provide a consistent classification of important and unimportant parameters.
This indicates that in practice, a modest sample size is sufficient for obtaining infor-
mative estimates of the DGSM-based bounds from Theorem 3.2.
The computed DGSM-based bounds indicate that the parameter KL modes θj ,
with j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14} were above the chosen importance threshold
of 0.01 and the remaining modes can be fixed at a nominal value of zero. This
effectively reduces the parameter dimension from Npar = 126 to Npar = 12. We
denote the resulting reduced model, now a function of only 12 variables, by fr. To test
that fr reliably captures the variability of the true model f , we sample both reduced
and full models 105 times to compare their statistical properties. In Figure 8 (right),
we compare the standard deviation of the full and reduced models over the spatial
domain X = [−1, 1] of the QoI. In Figure 9 we report PDFs of f(x, ·) and fr(x, ·),
at x = −0.75, − 0.25, 0.25, 0.75. We note that the reduced model captures the
distribution of the QoI at the considered points closely.
5.3. Application to biotransport in tumors. In this section, we apply our
derivative-based GSA methods to a biotransport problem. Specifically, we consider
biotransport in cancerous tumors with uncertain material properties. We focus on the
resulting uncertainties in the pressure field in a spherical tumor when a single needle
injection occurs at the center of the tumor.
5.3.1. Model description. Restricting our attention to a 2D cross-section, we
consider Darcy’s law constrained by conservation of mass in a 2D physical domain
D ⊂ R2 given by a circle of radius Rtumor = 5 mm with an inner circle of radius
Rneedle = 0.25 mm, modeling the injection site, removed; see Figure 10. The inner and
outer boundaries of the physical domain D are denoted by ΓN and ΓD, respectively.
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Fig. 9. pdf estimate for equally spaced points, [−1, 1]
Table 2
Model parameters for the biotransport problem.
Parameter Symbol Nominal Value [unit]
Permeability κ 0.5 [md]
Viscosity η 8.9× 10−4 [Pa · s]
Inflow rate Q 1 [mm2/min]
ΓN
r = 1
r = 2
r = 3
Rtumor = 5 mm
ΓD
D
Fig. 10. The domain D. The inner
and outer boundaries are equipped with
Neumann and Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions and are denoted by ΓN and ΓD, re-
spectively.
The fluid pressure p is governed by the following elliptic PDE:
−∇ ·
(
κ
η
∇p
)
= 0 in D,
p = 0 on ΓD,
∇p · n = Qη
2piRneedleκ
on ΓN.
(5.6)
Here κ is the absolute permeability field, η is the fluid dynamic viscosity, Q repre-
sents the volume flow rate per unit length, and n is the outward-pointing normal of
the inner boundary ΓN. The nominal values for the parameters in (5.6) are given in
Table 2. These values are selected according to those used in previous experimental
and numerical studies of fluid transport in tumors [36, 30, 10]. As has been discussed
by many researchers, tumor structure can be highly complicated due to its invasive
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nature. In general, a tumor consists of loosely organized abnormal cells, fibers, vas-
culature, and lymphatics [9]. This results in randomly formed tumor tissues with
structural heterogeneity.
In this subsection, the permeability field is modeled as a log-Gaussian random field
as follows. Let z(x, ω) be a centered Gaussian process with the following covariance
function:
cz(x, y) = exp
{
−1
`
‖x− y‖1
}
, x, y ∈ D, (5.7)
where ` > 0 is the correlation length. Then, we define the log-permeability a = log κ
as in (5.3), where the pointwise mean and variance of the process are given by a¯ ≡
ln(0.5) + σ2a and σ
2
a = 0.25, respectively. Note that a¯ is selected to ensure that the
mode of the κ distribution at each spatial point is 0.5 md, which is the nominal value
for κ given in Table 2. We can represent a(x, ω) using a truncated KL expansion as
in (5.4).
5.3.2. The quantity of interest and its spectral representation. We con-
sider the following QoI:
f(x, θ) = Qp, (5.8)
where, as in section 4, Q is the restriction operator to a closed subset X of D. In this
case, X is an annulus with the inner boundary given by the inner boundary ΓN of D
and with the outer boundary having a radius Rout = 1 mm, 2 mm, or 3 mm (see
Figure 10). The corresponding truncated KL expansion of f reads
fˆ(x, θ) := f¯(x) +
Nqoi∑
k=1
√
λk(Cqoi)fk(θ)φk(x), (5.9)
where the KL modes fi are defined as before, and λk(Cqoi) and φk(x) are the eigenpairs
of the QoI covariance operator Cqoi.
5.3.3. Derivative-based GSA. As in subsection 5.2.3, we calculate the DGSM-
based bounds on functional Sobol’ indices from Theorem 3.2 for the QoI defined
in (5.9) and follow the adjoint-based framework outlined in section 4. As mentioned
previously, a small DGSM-based bound for a given parameter implies that the cor-
responding functional total Sobol’ index is small and thus, the parameter is deemed
unimportant. In the experiments in this section, we set an importance threshold of
0.025. In Figure 11, we study the effects of the MC sampling size NMC, the KL expan-
sion dimension Npar of the input and Nqoi of the output, annulus size (i.e., size of X),
and correlation length ` on DGSM-based bounds. Note that Figure 11 displays the
DGSM-based bounds for the first 37 modes, beyond which the DGSM-based bounds
were all below the chosen importance threshold. Below, we explain the numerical
experiments reported in Figure 11, in detail.
In the first test, we examine the effect of the MC sample size NMC as needed in
our approach for computing DGSMs (cf. Algorithm 4.1). Similar to the observation in
subsection 5.2.3, a modest sample size is sufficient for obtaining informative estimates
of the DGSMs. Specifically, we present one set of test results in Figure 11 (top left).
Here, the outer radius of the annulus is 1 mm, the correlation length is 0.5 mm, and
we consider an input dimension of Npar = 150, and an output dimension of Nqoi = 50.
We observe that a sample size of NMC = 750 is sufficient for obtaining a reliable
estimation of DGSMs-based bounds. Therefore, the MC sample size in the following
tests is fixed at NMC = 750.
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We then test the effects of the annulus size and correlation length on DGSMs.
In these tests, the input and output dimensions are Npar = 150 and Nqoi = 50,
respectively. From Figure 11 (top right and bottom left), we observe that when
the annulus size increases or the correlation length decreases, the QoI is sensitive to
more KL terms of the input. Interestingly, most of these sensitive parameters are
from relatively high-order terms. For example, as shown in Figure 11 (bottom left),
when the correlation length decreases from 2.0 mm to 0.5 mm, the importance of
KL modes θj , with j ∈ {9, 10, 17, 22, 23} gradually grow. Implication of such issues
on reduced-order modeling (ROM) will be discussed in the next section. Next, we
examine the impact of increasing Npar and Nqoi. As seen in Figure 11 (bottom right),
increasing the input and output dimensions beyond the selected values of Npar = 150
and Nqoi = 50 does not result in noticeable changes in DGSM estimates.
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Fig. 11. The functional DGSM-based bounds of pressure fields in a tumor with uncertain
permeability. Top left: Convergence study with the MC sample size NMC = 500, 750, and 1500.
Top right: Comparison of DGSM-based bounds for different annulus sizes, namely the annulus
outer radii of 1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm. Bottom left: Comparison of DGSM-based bounds for
different correlation lengths, namely 0.5 mm, 1 mm, and 2 mm. Bottom right: DGSM-based bounds
calculated with different combinations of the KL expansion dimensions of the input and output.
5.3.4. Insights on ROM assisted by DGSMs. From the global sensitivity
analysis, we find that the QoI is only sensitive to several selected KL terms of the
input. This can be used to guide ROM based on DGSMs. In this section, we compare
two ROM approaches: one is based on the GSA with DGSMs (termed as DGSM-
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based ROM) and the other is based on directly selecting the first k-terms of the
KL expansion of the random input field (termed as KL-based ROM). Generally, the
reduced-order model of the input can be written as follows:
a˜(x, ω) = a¯(x) +
∑
k∈S
√
λk(Cpar)θk(ω)ek(x), (5.10)
where S is the set which consists of the indices of the KL terms used in ROM.
We evaluate the performance of the two ROM methods on recovering the PDFs of
pressures at different locations in the flow field.
As shown in Figure 12, we select three points on the mesh with different distances
from the center of the domain: the point P1 is on the inner boundary with a large
relative standard deviation (RSD) of the pressure (RSD = 0.143); the point P2 is
close to the inner boundary with a moderate RSD (RSD = 0.105); and the point P3
is far from the inner boundary with a relatively small RSD (RSD = 0.0845). In the
DGSM-based ROM, the first n KL terms which the QoI is most sensitive to are used
to reconstruct the reduced-order model of the pressure field. In the KL-based ROM,
the first n KL terms, corresponding to the n largest eigenvalues of the input covariance
operator, are used to reconstruct the reduced-order model. An MC sampling approach
is used to construct PDFs from the full model, which includes all the KL terms, and
those from the reduced-order models with different fidelities. The case with a small
correlation length (` = 0.5 mm) and a large annulus size (Rout = 3 mm) is studied
here. An MC sample of size 6000 was found sufficient for constructing the PDFs.
From Figure 13, we observe that at P1, where the pressure variance is large, the
reduced-order model with only the first seven most sensitive KL terms can nearly
recover the PDF of the full model. Its performance is comparable to that of the
KL-based ROM with the first 30 KL terms. This is not a surprise, because, as seen
from the last figure in Figure 11, the first seven most sensitive KL terms θj , with
j ∈ {1, 6, 9, 10, 17, 22, 23}, are within the first 30 KL terms used in the KL-based
ROM. Similar conclusions can be drawn at P2 where a moderate pressure variance
is observed. At P3, we find that the DGSM-based ROM with the first seven most
sensitive KL terms does not recover the PDF well; however, the PDFs obtained using
the DGSM-based ROMs with more KL terms, such as that with the first 15, 30 and
45 most sensitive KL terms, gradually approach the PDF of the full model. On the
other hand, with the same number of KL terms, the KL-based ROM makes very slow
progress towards the full model PDF. All these observations indicate that the DGSM-
based ROM can be a much more efficient reduced-order modeling approach than the
KL-based ROM that involves a priori truncation of the input field KL terms.
6. Conclusions. We have presented a mathematical framework for GSA of mod-
els with functional outputs, and have proposed an efficient computational method
for identifying unimportant inputs that is suitable for models with high-dimensional
parameters. The latter is done by combining the proposed functional DGSMs, “low-
rank” KL expansions of output QoIs, and adjoint-based gradient computation. In
particular, the computational complexity of the proposed approach, in terms of the
number of required model evaluations, does not scale with dimension of the parameter.
The effectiveness of the proposed framework is illustrated numerically in applications
from epidemiology, subsurface flow, and biotransport.
The proposed approach is effective in finding unimportant input parameters. This
approach also paves the way for an efficient surrogate modeling approach: the low-
rank KL expansion of the model output can be used to construct efficient-to-evaluate
surrogate models by computing surrogate models for the KL modes, in the reduced pa-
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Fig. 12. Distribution of the points where PDFs of pressures are extracted, and the corresponding
RSD field (contour).
rameter space, which is identified using the functional DGSMs. The latter can be done
using various methods including orthogonal polynomial approximations [28, 48, 40],
multivariate adaptive regression splines [16], or active subspace approaches [11]. We
mention that active subspace methods have also been used directly for dimension
reduction in models with vectorial outputs. Namely, [49] presents a gradient-based
input dimension reduction method for such models. The method proposed in [49]
finds a set of important directions in the input parameter space by considering ridge
approximations of the model output and by minimizing an upper bound on the ap-
proximation error. The approach in [49] is related to the present work when the goal
of GSA is input dimension reduction.
In future work, we seek to investigate generalizations to cases of models with
correlated inputs. While the proposed DGSMs can be computed for such models
in the same way, the corresponding variance-based indices need to be generalized.
We are also interested in applying the proposed method to more complex physical
applications such as multiphase flow in geological formations.
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Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 2.2.
We will need the following key lemma, which is is based on the arguments in [44].
Lemma A.1. For every s ∈ X, ∫
ΘUc
ε (f ; s; η)µ(dη) = 2DtotUc(f ; s).
Proof. Let s ∈ X be fixed. Consider the ANOVA decomposition of f(s, θ), as
defined in (2.1):
f(s, θ) = f0(s) + f1(s, θU ) + f2(s, θUc) + f12(s, θU , θUc).
By substituting this into the expression for ε (f ; s; η) and simplifying we have
ε (f ; s; η) =
∫
Θ
[
f2(s, θUc) + f12(s, θU , θUc)− f2(s, η)− f12(s, θU , η)
]2
µ (dθ). (A.1)
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Fig. 13. Comparison of PDFs constructed from the DGSM-based ROM (left column) and
KL-based ROM (right column) with variable fidelity at points P1, P2 and P3.
Using the properties of ANOVA [44, 42],∫
ΘUc
f2(s, θUc)µ(dθUc) =
∫
ΘUc
f12(s, θU , θUc)µ(dθUc) =
∫
ΘU
f12(s, θU , θUc)µ(dθU ) = 0,
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we can simplify (A.1) to get, for a fixed η ∈ ΘUc ,
ε (f ; s; η) =
∫
Θ
[
f22 (s, θUc) + f
2
12(s, θU , θUc) + f
2
2 (s, η) + f
2
12(s, θU , η)
]
µ(dθ)
= DUc(f ; s) +DUc,U (f ; s) + f
2
2 (s, η) +
∫
ΘU
f212(s, θU , η)µ(dθU ).
Integrating the above expression over ΘUc gives the desired result.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. First note that the denominator is a constant and∫
X
∫
Θ
f(s, θ)2 µ(dθ)ds =
∫
X
[
D(f ; s) +
(∫
Θ
f(s, θ)µ(dθ)
)2]
ds ≥
∫
X
D(f ; s)ds.
(A.2)
Next, consider the expectation of the numerator in (2.3):∫
ΘUc
∫
X
∫
Θ
(f(s, θ)− f (η)(s, θU ))2 µ(dθ)dsµ(dη) =
∫
ΘUc
∫
X
ε (f ; s; η) dsµ(dη)
=
∫
X
∫
ΘUc
ε (f ; s; η) µ(dη) ds = 2
∫
X
DtotUc (f ; s), (A.3)
where changing the order of integration is justified by Tonell’s theorem, and the last
equality follows from Lemma A.1. The desired result follows from (A.3) and (A.2).
Appendix B. Proof of Propositions 3.1 and 3.3.
We recall the following result: if a random variable X satisfies a ≤ X ≤ b and
E {X} = m, then
Var {X} ≤ (b−m)(m− a) ≤ (b− a)2/4. (B.1)
The first inequality is known as the Bhatia–Davis inequality [7]. The second inequality
gives a corollary of the Bhatia-Davis inequality, known as Popoviciu’s inequality, that
says Var {X} ≤ (b− a)2/4, for a random variable satisfying a ≤ X ≤ b.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Note that clearly aj ≤ νj(g) ≤ bj , for j = 1, . . . , Npar.
Applying the inequality (B.1) with X =
(
∂g
∂θj
)2
and (b,m, a) = (bj , νj(g), aj), j =
1, . . . , Npar, we obtain Var
{(
∂g
∂θj
)2} ≤ (bj − νj(g))(νj(g)− aj) ≤ 14 (bj − aj)2. There-
fore, for j = 1, . . . , Npar,
Var
{
ν
(NMC)
j (g)
}
=
1
NMC
Var
{( ∂g
∂θj
)2}
≤ 1
NMC
(
bj−νj(g)
)(
νj(g)−aj
) ≤ 1
4NMC
(bj−aj)2.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. First note that N
(NMC)
j (f ;X) is indeed an estimator for
Nj(f ;X). This is seen by noting that, using Tonelli’s theorem,
Nj(f ;X) =
∫
X
νj(f ; s) ds =
∫
X
∫
Θ
( ∂f
∂θj
(s, θ)
)2
µ(dθ)ds =
∫
Θ
∫
X
( ∂f
∂θj
(s, θ)
)2
ds µ(dθ).
Then, applying Popoviciu’s inequality to the random variableGj(θ) =
∫
X
(
∂f
∂θj
(s, θ)
)2
ds,
which satisfies ‖aj‖L1(X) ≤ Gj ≤ ‖bj‖L1(X), gives:
Var {Gj} ≤ 1
4
(‖bj‖L1(X) − ‖aj‖L1(X))2 ≤ 1
4
‖bj − aj‖2L1(X), j = 1, . . . , Npar,
where we also used the reverse triangle inequality. This completes the proof.
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